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DECODING URBAN KERNEL IN JAPANESE PORT CITIES BY
MEANS OF SPACE SYNTAX

TSUYOSHI KIGAWA1; KYUNGWOOK SEO2

ABSTRACT

Spatial rationality revealed by mathematical analyses seems less important in Japanese urban planning.
In the case of Japanese provincial cities, the urban area of them has been expanded rapidly in this 50
year; therefore, the area around railway station is not the centre of efficiency anymore after the urban
expansion. However, conventional residents still believe that the centre locates in front of the station.
Such image of centrality might have already been forgotten by young people who have no experience
of those days when the area was crowded. Nevertheless, this partiality seems to have been penetrating
deeper to Japanese society, and not overcome yet. Now, this research attempts to address this problem
from different angle rather than relegating it to a mere irrational concept. We have called this persisting
residents’ perception the 'urban kernel'. The purpose of this study is to investigate the urban kernel by
means of new concept and find spatial rationality from them. We will reveal the spatial structure which
cannot be explained solely by the conventional concept of Global and Local, but by combining a new
indicator. An index called D-Local is a measure that is based on the idea of clusters indicated by Local.
By using D-Local, we will be able to find a clue for solving ‘boundary problem’ in Global. This new
approach enables us to investigate Japanese port towns of which the configuration has been influenced
by multiple conditions such as waterfront geographic context, immigrants, navy bases and so on,
contributing to the understanding of the complexity in Japanese modern cities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the plenary session of the last Space Syntax Symposium Lisbon, Michael Benedikt delivered an
exciting lecture. He introduced Martin Buber’s theory, and made interesting discussion. He said that
Buber wrote that there are only two attitudes for human beings, which are ‘I-It’ and ‘I-You’. Further,
Benedikt pointed out that the masterpieces by Henri Cartier-Bresson and Louis Kahn are composed in
‘I – You’ attitude (Benedikt 2017). What is ‘I-You’? and what does it mean in urban fabric? This is
our first question in this paper.

From the standpoint of Buber's theory, for the inhabitants who live in local cities for a long time, is
urban space the objective world? Probably not, it is a space that is immersed in the memory of the
inhabitants. This memorial is not a collection of objective memories of the residents. It is a set of real
experiences, or their ‘direct experiences’. According to Buber, this is an ‘I-You’ relationship. By
analysing such ‘direct experiences’ in local cities, it would be possible to review the framework of
urban planning.
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Consider now the implications of ‘I-You’ relation in Space Syntax. ‘I-You’ reminds us of Bill Hillier's
lectures for Master student of Advance Architectural Studies. He guided us central London and
explained the characteristics. He also introduced a French village (: Gassin) and talked the relationship
between the church location and the street network. Perhaps these human-friendly vernacular space
hints at I-You relationship.

This is a study of such a classical space syntax.

Until now, as we had shown in our previous research about the Tsuruga City and Minoh City (Kigawa
and Seo 2017), the urban space in Japan has been determined by the ideas the residents have formed
over the years. In other words, cities have been built irrationally, and not based on an economical
logic, which seems irrational from the viewpoint of mathematical analysis. Since it is perceived as
centrally by residents, there should be reasonable norms guided by another logic different from
mathematical analysis. We call them urban kernels.

In other words, the conventional city centre, where the residents cocksure that it is centre, has already
lost rationality in its urban function but maintains rationality in identity. Urban kernels have not been
fully considered in urban planning so far. By analysing such ‘direct experience’ in local cities, we will
review the framework of urban planning studies so far. In this research, we would like to build an
urban formation model based on such direct experience. We would like to rebuild the value of local
cities in Japan.

To this end, we carried out space syntax on five port cities of Japan, namely, Yokosuka, Miyazu,
Uraga, Muroan, and Otaru. These cities developed dramatically during the modernization of Japan.
With modernization, the preferred transportation in Japan has changed from ‘walking’ and ‘water
transport’ to train. Further, one of our case studies reveals that Yokosuka was expanded to fulfil the
Japanese navy’s requirements. However, after the WWII, Japanese navy was disbanded, and the main
function of the city was changed much.

Our space syntax analyses would demonstrate how urban structure has changed dramatically in terms
of urban morphology; however, the layout and functional zoning of the cities has been retained and
taken over. Consequently, they have become irrational layouts in terms of space syntax. By
comparison, we will reveal the urban kernel matured in these cities and show the new rationality in ‘I-
You’ relation.

2. OUR PREVIOUS STUDIES

2.1. URBAN KERNEL
The characteristic of our previous research is a multilateral analysis involving human cognition of
cities using urban kernel we constructed (Kigawa et al. 2013). It is not a literature review, but a
practical study concerning the actual way of city planning. Kernel is a computer science term, which
is the core program running inside an operating system (Windows or Mac OS). A kernel plays a very
important role, but the users are generally unaware of its existence. An urban kernel means a hidden
mechanism underlying urban fabric, which contains dwellers’ worldview or customs. For instance,
many big Japanese cities were destroyed in air raids during WWII. Their burnt-out ruins were
reconstructed. Although their appearance had been transformed, the dwellers ensured that the layout
of the city centre remains the same as before. Therefore, the downtown has been reconstructed on its
original location. We conducted studies using space syntax in such cities, and the results revealed that
the layout of the city centres are not rational anymore. Since the residents are nostalgic about the old
days, it is hard to get rid of the irrational aspects of urban planning.

2.2. CASE STUDIES ON TSURUGA AND MINOH
Although the concept of an urban kernel is clear, it has been difficult until now to associate it with the
results of space syntax analysis. However, by comparing the results of space syntax analysis and the
actual city use, it is possible to blow urban kernel. Typical examples of this so far are the cases of
Tsuruga and Minoh in our previous researches (Kigawa et al. 2013 and Kigawa and Seo 2017).

Tsuruga is an old port city in Japan and is now known as the city of nuclear power plants. Since the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster in 2011, the economic downturn has caused the hollowing out of
the shopping district. An important point in the history of this city was the air raid at the end of the
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Second World War. These air raids destroyed the city centre of Tsuruga, resulting in the formation of
an urban kernel which still continues to exist.

In view of the recent downturn in the central urban area, a plan for its revitalization has been made.
For this plan, we must clarify the boundaries of the city centre, but Tsuruga set this modern city. Its
construction was not based on sufficient mathematical planning, and it was set as a place burned
accidentally by air raids. In fact, space syntax analysis indicates a different location for the city centre
(See Fig. 1.a). This is due to an urban kernel.

Figure 1. Axial Analyses on Tsuruga and Minoh.

An urban kernel also has a strong presence in Minoh, once known as a city of rural scenery spreading
to the outskirts. However, in the process of modernization, Minoh has developed rapidly as a bed
town in the big city of Osaka. Initially, the railway stretched from Osaka to Minoh, where the station
was the centre around which houses were built. However, the residential area has expanded steadily,
and in an era when cars are increasingly being used, the station is no longer a key transport hub.
Nevertheless, Minoh’s urban plan is centred around this station (see Fig. 1.b). In Minoh, the important
transportation traffic in the modern era of the station embeds the Kernel which is central to people.

In Tsuruga, an incident such as air raid underlies the kernel, and in Minoh, the kernel embodies the
story of its birth as keeping the key transportation traffic in the modern age of the station centred on
people is embedded.

2.3. DOUBLE CLUSTER ANALYSIS
For distilling urban kernels from cities, we have extracted unique rules which cannot coincide with
space syntax spatial analyses. For instance, rules can be understood as rituals which do not follow
mathematical rationality. In this research, we will find a method to extract rules from complicated
urban form in naval port towns.

For this research, we need to deepen our understanding of the concepts of global, local, and cluster.
About global and local, Hillier wrote, ‘...poor correlation between local and global
integration...suggest an area which ‘freezes’ the natural movement’ (Hillier 1996). Further, he defines
the correlation between global and local as synergy. Stegen interpreted synergy as a concept which
indicates the capacity of an urban system and said, ‘The overall external image of the virtual
community, mainly composed of both the majorities of the local and the global communities, is then
confused. This must be confusing for all the social groups and urban functions (especially shops)
which synchronise on the overall virtual majority’. (Stegen 1999). Guido’s uniqueness is that he
studied the characteristics of local and found the concept of cluster.

Hillier and Stegen considered the relationship between global and local, too. Hillier called the low
correlation between global and local ‘freeze’, while Guido called it ‘Confusing’. Kigawa has defined
the concept of urban entropy (UEC) as the difference between global and local distribution, which
becomes the driving force to remodel the city. The equation of UEC is shown below.

UEC = 1- rxy (where UEC= Urban Entropy Coefficient, x=Global, y=Local)
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Figure 2 The characteristics of Cluster

Global and local are classic concepts in space syntax; however, their interpretations are not stable.
Many papers indicate that Radius = 3 (:R3) is related to pedestrians, and Radius = n (:Rn) has
relationship with car traffic pattern. However, the exact definition of R3 differs depending on the
paper.

One critical misunderstanding among space syntax researchers is caused by a complicated problem
that R3 in the ‘Axman’ (Software name) is equivalent to R2 in ‘DepthMap’ (Software name). It
caused due to the difference between the two software. Therefore, the local (R3), Hillier wrote in a
paper, can be related with pedestrian movement (Hillier 2001), but many researchers mainly use
DepthMap, and calculate it using R4 in Axman (R3 in DepthMap). If they follow Hillier's concept,
they should calculate it using R2 in DepthMap. There is a big difference here. From here on, let us set
the notation of Radius to DepthMap notation.

For understanding global and local, the most important fact is that the integration value in R2 (Local)
equals the one in Rn (Global). Once an interruption occurs in a pure grid, their values begin to vary.
This helps us understand that the estrangement between global and local means how the shape differs
from pure grid pattern. Further, pure grids have higher values in global and local when the size
becomes bigger.

Let us begin our discussion by examining the concepts of global and local. The distribution of global
is unimodal, while that of local is bimodal (See Fig. 2.b.). Consequently, local can be divided into
several clusters with a pole. Figure 2.c. shows this with a schematic diagram. Since global is unimodal,
the setting of the boundary results in the location of the crest. In contrast, in the system of local, the
setting of the centre defines the boundary. For large scale analyses, we need to use the value of global;
therefore, setting the boundary is always a major problem in space syntax analysis.

Concerning this problem, Peponis et al applied distinguishes three types of layouts: continuous,
regionalized and polarized to case studies on Greek cities, and found a possibility of solution by
regarding pedestrian movement (Peponis et al 1989) as the early stage of Space Syntax. As the recent
work, Shpuza employed three concepts: axial map centre, syntactic core centre and urban shape centre.
He traced a number of American cities and examined evolutional processes of them how the three
different centres had been shifted year by year.

For solving this problem, we will propose a new concept developed through cluster analyses. We call
this method ‘Double Cluster Analysis’. In this research, we analyse the relationship among Cluster
and other Clusters. In the axial analysis in local, we find plural clusters. Fig. 2.c. shows the model of
clusters. The distribution of the local shows the map of differences in the height of integration and
depicts the crests and troughs. Each cluster has one crest and set the territory by troughs. Depth from
crest to trough can be more than 2, but it local, this depth more than 2 would not be calculated.
Therefore, we can understand the distance between crest and troughs to be 2. This is the concept of
cluster.

Now, we can study about this cluster in the case study on Pure Grid. Figure 3 shows an experimental
study on pure grids. As we see, for pure grid, the value of global and local is same (See Fig. 3.a.).
Further, the depth of the pure grid shape is 2. If a pure grid shape connects to another grid shape
through a line (bridge), the depth for these two shapes becomes 5.
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Figure 3 The characteristics of Cluster

Figures 3.b, 3.c, and 3.d show the space syntax analyses. The result R2 shows that each grid becomes
a high value grid. However, the bridges have lower values. The result R=n shows that the central grid
is integrated. Finally, the result R5 shows quite unique distribution. The result highlighted each bridge.

The local (R3) shows the strangeness of grid system, and the global shows the distribution of whole
structure. Additionally, R5 shows the relationships of the grid system. Figure 3.b. shows there are 5
clusters, and the distribution of R5 shows the relationship among clusters. We called this R5 as D-
local.

D-local receives less effect of the boundary owing to its characteristics of a ‘centre’ oriented system
like local distribution. We will show the case studies that use UEC, global, local, and D-local, and
suggest a methodology to read cities in a new way.

3. YOKOSUKA

3.1. A NAVAL CITY
Yokosuka is located at the entrance of Tokyo Bay, and with Edo becoming a prominent place,
Yokosuko has flourished as a key maritime traffic hub. Eventually, it became an increasingly
important city during the modernization of Japan. First, the steelmaking and shipbuilding industries
were created, which turned it into an important base for the Japanese Navy. This led to the
establishment of a railway network and extensive commercial activity.

However, after the Second World War, the Japanese Navy was disbanded. This site became the base
for the US Navy and a strong American atmosphere developed here. As it became the base of
domination of Japan, many immigrants settled here and foreign businesses flourished, making it a
unique city in Japan.

This kind of atmosphere continues to exist even now, and the bars for the US military line up the
DOBUITA street near the US military base; and it is a place visited by tourists seeking an American
atmosphere.

Although Yokosuka is a naval town, it is surrounded by mountains, and flat land is scarce while there
are many mountain roads.

This kind of atmosphere continues to exist even now, and the bars for the US military line up the
DOBUITA street near the US military base; and it is a place visited by tourists seeking an American
atmosphere.

Although Yokosuka is a naval town, it is surrounded by mountains, and flat land is scarce while there
are many mountain roads.
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Figure 4 DOBUITA street

3.2. SPACE SYNTAX ANALYSES
We analyse Yokosuka with complicated resident composition using Space Syntax analysis (Fig.5).
This analysis was based on post-war maps created by the US military in 1946.

Figure 5 Axial Analyses of Yokosuka

Yokosuka has a US military base in the northern part, which is separated with a gate. Additionally,
due to being surrounded by mountains and the ocean, the lattice shape can be seen clearly on the flat
land, but the streets can be seen in the mountains.

In the result of Local Integration (R2), Crest can be seen for each station. In particular, high local
integration is seen where grid shape is strong. In the analysis of local, some clusters are separated
from analysis results. This shows that there are few plains, which is a characteristic of Yokosuka, and
as a military city, there are few places where a large grid pattern appears. Results of R2 shows that the
high integration value is placed where the strong grid pattern appears.

In global (Rn), many crests like this aggregate and become a single peak. For this reason, crest
concentrates in a place where it becomes the median of the map. Therefore, when the map becomes
wider, it is strongly influenced by the boundary.

D-global (R5) more clearly shows the composition with local clusters. The result of reflecting each
street shape is returned. For instance, since the centre of Yokosuka was Yokosuka Central Station, the
distribution of R5 could be the most suitable reflection of real condition. And, the Dobuita Street,
where the US navy's nightlife district is only integrated in R5.
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4. SPACE SYNTAX ANALYSES OF PORT CITIES

4.1. AXIAL ANALYSES
The city of Yokosuka has become a complicated composition due to security reasons, geographical
conditions, and the diversity of the constituent residents. We conduct comparative studies to analyse
this city. Cities to be analysed here are port cities with backgrounds unlike Yokosuka. In order to
analyse them, we used the same series of maps, from around the same period when Yokosuka was a
US military base. The results of axial analyses are shown in Figure 6. Further, Table 1 shows the data
from the analyses.

4.1.1. MIYAZU
Miyazu is located in the northern part of Kyoto. This town is on the traditionally important route of
Maritime traffic from Hokkaido to Kyoto and Osaka, and it is one of the bases of commercial trade.
Since the city is located on a ria type coast, the land area is narrow and small-scale harbours are
scattered. Miyazu is one of them

Looking at the data shown in Table 1, we can see that the number of axial lines is only 128. Further,
the value of UEC is 0.2203, which indicates that it is in a static state, and it is very stable as a city
shape. One reason is that large-scale urban remodelling has not been done. Additionally, its placement
is the same for D-local, which can be judged as an integral and sustainable shape.

The irrationality we can read from this town is that the railway station is not at the centre of the town.
In the era, railroad traffic was the most important means of transport and the railway station should
have been central to the needs of citizens of those days. However, the station is not central. This is
because during the modernization of Japan, the station was built away from historical settlements, and
the smoke-producing railroads were originally considered annoying facilities.

4.1.2. URAGA
Uraga is symbolic of modernization of Japan. Until the Meiji Era, Japan had followed the policy of
isolation. Uraga was the place where an incident triggered the regime change and the adoption of a
secular policy. Commodore Perry of the then American navy arrived here and pressed for opening
Japanese gate by military power in 1853AD. Uraga is the neighbouring town of Yokosuka, which is
an entrance to Tokyo Bay, and for this reason, it was considered an important place before the
modernization.

Uraga was a good natural port, but there were few flat grounds, and residential areas were placed
between the mountains and the sea. On the other hand, Kurihama, the town next to Uraga, has been
used more private. Kurihama is a fishing village which did not have major military influence. For that
reason, there was ample land, and before the modernization, the city had not been established. Modern
urban streets have been systematically inserted in rural areas.

Looking at the analysis results, both global and D-local have high integration value at Kurihama.
Further, it turns out that the position of the station can be understood mathematically. Unlike Miyazu
etc., there were no major settlements before the modern era, so modern systems are creating
mathematically rational forms.

4.1.1. MURORAN
Muroran is a city with an important industrial port in Hokkaido in northern Japan. In the beginning of
the modernization of Japan, the development of Hokkaido was one of the most important concerns.
Therefore, Hokkaido developed rapidly, and the characteristic of urban forms is a solid grid pattern.

Railway network in Muroran initially had a greater role as a railway network for transporting minerals
and products of Hokkaido to the mainland rather than for passengers. There are two stations on this
map, each of them is adjacent to a factory or the port.

Looking at the form, we can see a very solid grid pattern. However, for the current city, there is no
grid pattern so far, so the US military map may be based on the plan drawing at that time. However,
since we aim to experimentally read kernel from the map, the verification around it is not subject to it.
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Among the urban forms analysed in this paper, Muroran has the highest local average. This is because
the larger the pure grid becomes, the higher the integration is, so the large grid is scattered in the
urban forms. On the other hand, the global average is the lowest. For this reason, there is a wide gap
between global and local, and the UEC is also very high at 0.7919.

Figure 6 Axial Analyses of port cities

Table 1. Date of Axial Analysis
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The distribution of global and D-local show very interesting trends. The value of global is highest
around the Muroran Station close to the industrial area, and one of the D-local show the crest on the
central area as commercial place. Since the development in Muroran will expand to the east later, the
distribution of D-local can be predicted for Muroran today.

4.1.3. OTARU
Otaru is a port town where modernisation arrived first in Hokkaido. Like Muroran, it was developed
as a coal port, but it is also a commercial port which acts as a gateway to Hokkaido. It also provides
fastest access to Sapporo, the centre of Hokkaido. Unlike Muroran, there is no major factory in the
central area of the city, so the we can understand this city developed as a commercial city. Further,
since it has developed rapidly since the Meiji period, the railroad is also located at a reasonable place.
However, since the development of the suburbs depends on the strong grid pattern peculiar to
Hokkaido, like Muroran, the local average is also high.

What is noteworthy in the results of Otaru’s analysis is that the global average is very high, and the
permeability is strong. Further, the average of the values of D-local has the highest numerical value
among the cities analysed in this paper.

Since there is no military or factory, it has such numerical values, so the fact that there is not much
division in cities can be seen as a major factor contributing to such values.

4.2. COMPARISON USING DOUBLE CLUSTER ANALYSES
Especially when comparing Muroran and Otaru, D-local has a very significant meaning. In cities
where clusters are dissipated much like Muroran, global has extremely low value, and the value of
UEC increases. On the other hand, Otaru has a high numerical value for local and grid pattern is
strong, but the value of global is high. From the concepts of global and local, we could only lead to
such results. However, using D-local makes it possible to add the relationship between clusters to
analysis rather than to cluster alone, so that it is possible to read a city shape more realistically.

When we analyse urban shapes dissipated in a city like Muroran, global is too strongly influenced by
its scale. Therefore, the setting of the analysis range directly affects the results. However, analysing
with D-local, the value of Muroran decreases the influence of division and can be the same value as
Otaru. In other words, D-Local is more appropriate for comparison with cities of different sizes.

4.3. CHARACTERISTICS OF YOKOSUKA
The characteristics of the city of Yokosuka can be extracted based on its comparison with other port
cities. Since the value of local is not high, if it is compared with other port cities, the size of grid
pattern is not large. In addition, value of global is also relatively low, indicating that divisions within
cities are occurring. These things seem to be due to the topographical characteristics with little flat
ground. However, on the other hand, the value of D-local is high and the value of UEC is low, which
implies that urban transformation was done using a modern rational urban plan.

As we pointed out in chapter 3.2, the result of D-local can reflect of the real condition of the day.
Yokosuka had complicated configuration. There are conventional Japanese, Japanese immigrant from
other cities or returned from Japanese colonies. Furthermore, U.S. navy lived together in a town.
There are several stations. Each settlement can be a cluster, and the clusters have mutual influence. D-
local might reveal the complicated spatial configuration.

5.CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown new finding and it broke our preconception. By means of using the
model of Pure Grid, we proposed meaning to use Radius = 5 and the concept of Double Cluster. By
applying to case studies, we discussed an advanced methodology for Space Syntax.

The city plan of Yokosuka is different from other cities, while having in common with many other
port towns. Early modernity maintained the boundary, and spatial composition spontaneously
occurred in the boundary and formed by fulfilling the direct experiences among residents. However,
modernization got rid of the boundaries. As a result, the city seemed to have order, but spread out
chaotically. Although the Grid Pattern is orderly, it is not orderly to arrange it in a disorderly spatial
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layout. However, in the case of Yokosuka, there were complex residents' composition, complex
diversity of settlements. And it was correlated with the conceptual diagram of D-Local.

As Hillier taught us, as Benedikt introduced us the concept of 'I-You', the significance of space syntax
research is to read human logic in space, which sometimes seems irrational from a viewpoint of
mathematic and cannot be explained by efficiency alone. We need to understand the logic and find the
way how we can apply this logic to actual urban planning. The D-Local shown in this study is a
concrete visualization of such abstract human logic, and the we have demonstrated the possibilities.

We need more case studies to build up more concrete concept for D-Local. In this paper, we just
showed the possibilities. The era has evolved to GIS, AI, big data; on the other hand, the problem of
cognition using models has not been solved yet. For next research, we would like to apply the concept
to cities and build up the way of reading a city as romanticism of Space Syntax.
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